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INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING THIS INSTALLATION.
Specific instructions on how to set up and operate the R/C equipment are included with the ELITE-3 MD.
Please also read the instructions thoroughly before switching on.
Moderate soldering skills will be needed. Seeking out experienced help is the smart thing to do.
Later on it will be necessary to make some changes to the wiring in the firebox. The traction batteries will then
provide a constant 14.4 volts for constant intensity lights, billowing smoke and bright firebox flicker.

REMOVING THE TENDER SHELL.
PREPARATION.
SHAY. The jack (socket) for the AUX-BAT and BACH-5 charger will be wired to the BIK-BGL.
The following procedure is necessary BEFORE removing the tender shell. Make a small mark exactly in the
middle of the square formed by ladder rungs # 3 and # 4 from the top just under the inverted Λ of the sand
hoppers. This will be the drill point for the AUX-BAT jack (socket). See diagram # 1. This can only be done
accurately now and could be very difficult to do after the batteries have been installed.
We found that the SHAY was easier to work on with the cab roof removed. Follow the BACHMANN®
instructions for removing the tender shell from the chassis. For greater freedom to work on the SHAY tender
shell, identify the two rear light wires, mark and cut them. You will lengthen and rejoin them later.
Now turn your attention to the small Printed Circuit Board (PCB) in the tender. It is to be removed.
We cannot accurately describe how to identify the wires as BACHMANN® have used the same colours for
different purposes. Some are even painted black just to confuse the issue. Study the diagram of the tender
wiring and identify the two pairs of wires that come from the firebox PCB and rear truck that are connected to
the tender PCB at the four diodes. Remove the two pairs of wires, one pair at a time from the Bachmann®
tender PCB, keep them taped together in pairs. They provide the circuit through from the firebox PCB to the
rear truck. Later you will connect the Orange/Grey wires (with RF chokes) from the throttle to these wires.
The other two wires are the chuff timer. Identify the wires, remove them from and then discard the little PCB.
Remove and discard the screws that hold the dummy coal load to the tender shell. Set the coal load aside.

WORKING ON THE TENDER SHELL AND CHASSIS.
REMOVING EXCESS PLASTIC.
The BAT-SHAY battery packs can be fitted inside the tender shell without removing any plastic. See below.
There is a small moulding that when removed makes it much easier to fit the ELITE-3 MD PCB.

MOUNTING THE JACK FOR THE AUX-BAT KIT.
Now is the time to drill the 5/16th (8 mm) hole in the rear of the Shay tender shell for the AUX-BAT and
Charger jack. Take great care as it must be exactly in the correct place. See diagram # 1.
Trim away plastic from the bottom of the tender shell right behind the “Coal Spill” so that the tender shell will fit
down snugly over the extra wires you are going to put in without pinching them.

FITTING THE BIK-U3.
The BIK-U3 PCB is designed to mount on the front panel that slides down in front of the coal load. Remove
this panel and drill one ¼” hole as shown in diagram #1. If you are fitting your own volume control mount to
one side to allow the extra volume control to fit. Test fit but do mount PCB yet.

FITTING THE BATTERIES.
The two BAT-SHAY batteries fit one on each side of the tender shell in the angle formed by the top panel and
the sides. This allows the speaker to be mounted in the correct place. We used clear silicone adhesive to
mount them towards the rear as shown in diagram # 1. Leave room for the rear light wires to point down.
The RED/BLACK wires from each battery pack should point towards the front.
Take the Red (+) wire from one pack and join it to the black (-) wire from the other pack. Insulate with some
heatshrink tubing and tuck out of way. The other red and black wires go to the BIK-U3 PCB screw terminals.
There is a “how to do it” diagram (# 1) for those that want to make their own battery packs.

BACHMANN® UNDER BODY WIRING COVER.
Between the firebox and the front of the rear truck is a plastic cover that conceals the wiring to the tender.
Take out the two screws that secure this cover, remove the cover and save for re-installation later.
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WORKING ON THE SHAY POWER TRUCKS.
AN EXPLANATION OF THE INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
These instructions refer to;
BASIC installation. This is a simplified method that does not allow constant brightness lights and full smoke.
ADVANCED installation. This is a bit more complicated but does allow full brightness and full smoke.
We believe it is well worth the trouble.

POWER TRUCK REMOVAL.
Place the loco upside down in the top half of the packaging.
Follow the Bachmann® instructions for removing the underneath plate of the REAR truck so you can properly
lubricate the mechanism. Be very careful doing this!!! Often the screws have been driven in very tightly and
may have cracked the screw holes. Use the heaviest screwdriver that will fit and apply careful pressure.
If the truck frames are cracked you will need to rectify this BEFORE proceeding any further.
There is no need to remove the truck from the chassis. Replacement can be very difficult.
WHILST THE GEARBOX/MOTOR ASSEMBLY IS APART YOU MUST ISOLATE THE MOTORS FROM THE
TRACK. OTHERWISE BATTERY POWER COULD BE FED TO THE TRACK AND CAUSE A SHORT.
Study the exploded diagrams on page 23 of the Bachmann® instructions.
You must remove the ball bearing pick ups in the trucks to isolate the loco from the track.
Remove each axle and wheel set. Be prepared to catch the ball bearings as they spring out or you will lose
them. Make sure the wheels are securely mounted on the axles. It has been our experience the plastic
spacing washer between the ball bearing and the wheel is likely to be cracked and may need replacing.
Once the ball bearings have been removed replace the rear truck wheel sets and cover plate.
Repeat the procedure for the front truck.

INSTALLING THE RX-8 & MOTOR DRIVER.
PREPARATION.
You will be removing the chuff wires from the tender.
If you are opting for the ADVANCED installation the Red/Black RCS power wires for the Bachmann® firebox
PCB will also fit through. If you are fitting a sound system it is best to drill two new 3/16” wiring holes in the
floor in line with the existing hole and hard up against the frame to take the extra sound wires otherwise the
wires will jam against the tender shell when you try to replace it. Be careful of the exact location so that the
tender shell covers the hole from the top. Open out the holes with a sharp knife and small file to form a
rounded rectangle. See diagram # 2.

MOUNTING THE RX-8.
For both the Shay and Climax we used clear silicone adhesive to mount the RX-8 on the underside of the cab
roof towards the back so that the 3 wire cable can be fed down the rear wall and then into the tender and
ultimately to the ELITE-3. We stuck the wires to floor between the cab & tender shell & painted them black.

ANTENNA CONNECTION.
We shortened the antenna wire and connected it to one side of the handrail where it pokes through the front of
the cab. This requires very careful soldering. Do not touch the plastic with a hot iron.
We have very successfully used an AZARR 27 Mhz antenna mounted up in the cab roof, with the wire running
around the perimeter of the roof, even though AZARR recommends it be laid out straight.

MOUNTING THE ELITE-3 THROTTLE.
Mount the ELITE-3 throttle with double stick tape inside the tender shell in front of the LH battery pack.
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CONNECTING THE WIRES IN THE TENDER WITHOUT SOUND.
RED/BLACK POWER WIRES FROM ELITE-3 THROTTLE.
Connect Red/Black wires into the ELITE-3 + & - screw terminals as shown in Diagram # 3.
Then connect the same Red/Black wires into the BIK-U3 output as shown.
If you propose using the ADVANCED installation to power the firebox PCB thread extra Red/Black wires down
through the new hole in the floor ready to insert into the firebox. Identify and mark them for reference.

ORANGE/GREY WIRES FROM THE ELITE-3 THROTTLE.
BASIC. Connect Grey/Orange wires into the ELITE-3 M & M screw terminals as shown in Diagram # 3.
Join the Orange/Grey wires to Bachmann® truck wires you removed from the original little Bachmann® tender
PCB. Insulate with heatshrink tubing. Orange wire is + in forwards and goes to the LH side of the motor
blocks. If fitting sound route the Orange/Grey motor wires via the SSI-12v5.
It is most important that the two # RF-CHK pcb’s are installed in the motor output wires as indicated in diagram
#3. If you don’t install the RF-CHK pcb’s as shown range will be severely limited.
ADVANCED. See Diagram # ‘s 4, 5 & 6.

SHAY REAR LIGHT.
BASIC. Re-connect the lengthened wires. See Diagram # 3.
ADVANCED. Although the throttle has a constant brightness auto reversing lighting output we recommend
you use the RCS RELAY PCB which detects output direction and reverses the polarity of the Bachmann®
firebox PCB. See the instructions in diagram # 5 on how to do it.
If you elect to use the ELITE-3 lighting outputs the two Blue/White (Front) & Blue/Yellow (Rear) leads are to be
connected to the Bachmann® lighting. How this is done will depend on which model Shay you have.
Early version with incandescent bulbs. The Blue wire is the common traction voltage +. Connect it to the
one side of the tender light bulb. Connect the Yellow return wire to the other side of the tender light bulb. For
the front light splice in extra Blue/White wires that are long enough to reach the firebox. Feed them down
through the new hole in the floor. Identify these wires as to what they are to save confusion later. Insulate all
joints with heat shrink tubing.
Later version with LED lights. You must place a 330 ohm ½ watt resistor in the Blue + circuits to drop the
traction voltage to a safe level for the LED. LED’s are polarity sensitive.

FITTING A SOUND SYSTEM
PREPARATION FOR & MOUNTING THE SOUND SYSTEM COMPONENTS.
SIERRA®. The RCS SSI-12v5 will provide the correct voltage to power the SIERRA® sound and is necessary
to produce the “At Idle” effects such as automatic blowdown and fireman Fred. See diagram # 5.
DALLEE®. The SSI-12v5 and BIK-U+VC are not needed with the DALLEE ® Sound.
We used double stick tape to mount either sound system under the floor behind the firebox. That way you will
be able to make any necessary adjustments. See diagram # 2.
The latest version of DALLEE® sound will fit between the floor and the rear truck.

CONNECTING THE WIRES IN THE TENDER WHEN FITTED WITH SOUND.
INSTALLING THE RCS # SSI-12v5 FOR THE SIERRA® SOUND. Diagrams # 6.
Mount the speaker in the moulded position and secure with Bachmann® hardware.
Mount the SSI-12v5 in the V formed by the two batteries. The screw terminals go towards the middle.
At one end of the SSI-12v5 is a four way plug and socket.
The Red/Black wires go to the SIERRA® terminals 4 and 2 respectively.
The Grey/Orange wires are connected to terminals 7 and 8 respectively on the SIERRA® PCB.
At the other end of the SSI-12v5 are 4 x screw terminals.
Piggyback the Red/Black & Grey/Orange wires at the ELITE-3 and insert the two extra Red/Black and two
extra Orange/Grey wires into the 4 way screw terminals on the SSI-12v5.
The ELITE-3 has screw terminals for the Green, Purple & Brown sound trigger wires. These are connected to
the SIERRA® PCB sound triggers as shown in diagram # 6.
You will need to re-program the SIERRA® sound for use when powered by batteries.
The SIERRA® volume control wires (#’s 1, 2 & 3) go to the BIK-U+VC as shown in diagram #6.
See the ELITE-3 wiring diagram for how to hook up a Phoenix® P2k2 & P5 sound systems.
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WORKING ON THE FIREBOX PCB.
BASIC. This level of complexity does not permit constant brightness lights or full smoke capability.
ADVANCED. To enable the Bachmann® smoke unit to have billowing smoke, the firebox flicker and the lights
to be really bright, it will be necessary to make some changes to the Bachmann® PCB in the firebox.
Remove the bottom firebox cover. You must remove and replace some of the wiring. See diagram #3.
CONNECTING THE FRONT POWER TRUCK.
BASIC. Locate the wires marked “Front Truck” on our diagram # 3. Cut the wires and insert one of the
supplied # RF-CHK pcb’s, one motor lead to each screw terminal. Make sure RF-CHK is correctly oriented.
ADVANCED. It is essential that power for the motors be isolated from the Bachmann® firebox PCB. There
are number of different ways to do this. Consult diagrams # 4, 5 & 6 to select which way you want to do it.
REPOWERING THE BACHMANN® PCB.
We recommend you mount the RELAY PCB in the tender with access to the screw terminals. Use Red/Black
wires to connect the BIK-U3 to the power IN terminals on the RELAY. Connect the Yellow rear light wire from
the ELITE-3 to the (R) terminal on the RELAY. Connect Red/Black wires from the OUT terminal on the
RELAY. Thread these wires down through the hole in the floor and through the holes into the firebox.
Connect these Red/Black wires to the Bachmann® PCB as shown in Diagram # 5 & # 6.
If you do not wish to use the RELAY PCB you must do the following:
Connect Red/Black battery power wires from the BIK-U3 into the firebox and solder them to the PCB where
the old tender wires were once connected. The Black wire goes towards the edge of the Bachmann® PCB.
FRONT HEADLIGHT.
No wiring changes are necessary if you use the RCS RELAY PCB as described above.
However if you do wish to rewire the lights here is how you do it:
Locate the original two wires coming from the REAR light. On the Bachmann® PCB they are mounted at L2.
Remove them from the PCB, pull the wires from the loom and discard.
Locate the two wires coming from the FRONT light. They are mounted at L3. Remove them from the PCB so
that you can re-connect them to the previously lengthened Blue/White lighting outputs.
Early version with incandescent bulbs. Connect the White return wire to one side of the front headlight
bulb. Connect the Blue + light wire to the other side of the headlight.
Later version with diode lights. You must place a 330 ohm ½ watt resistor in the + circuit to drop traction
voltage to a safe level for the LED. LED’s are polarity sensitive so connect Blue to Red & White to Black.

FINISHING UP.
Replace the firebox cover. Then connect the chuff wires to the sound system.
Make sure the ON-OFF switch is OFF and then connect the two Red/Black battery wires to the BIK-U.
Replace the plastic under floor wiring cover. You will need to trim it to size to cover all the wires.
Carefully replace the tender shell making sure that no wires are caught up in the mounting points.
You will need to trim away some plastic from the front of the coal load to make it fit down over the ON-OFF
switch. We used a small self tapping screw as a “handle” to help remove the coal load if necessary.
For initial testing do not replace the retaining screw. The next step is to prepare for testing.

PREPARATION FOR TESTING.
Set ON-OFF switch on control panel to OFF. Set the two way DIP switches on charger to correct setting.
Insert the 2.5mm plug of the charger into the BIK-BGL jack. Green & Red LED’s should be OFF.
Plug the RS #273-1631 13VAC plug pack into the jack on the BACH-5 charger. The Green LED only should
light to indicate overnight charging of the Ni-Cd/NiMh batteries is taking place when plug pack is turned ON.
During normal operational use & after initial testing Ni-Cd batteries take the best charge when they are
properly discharged. i.e. about 1.1 volts per cell. Simply run the loco until it noticeably slows down.
NiMh batteries should be charged with an appropriate peak detection charger. The BACH-5 can be used with
NiMh cells but MUST be used with a timer to limit maximum standard charge time.
DO NOT COMPLETELY FLATTEN NI-Cd or NiMh batteries. YOU MAY IRREPARABLY DAMAGE THEM.
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TESTING AND OPERATION.
For initial testing disconnect the speaker. Doing so will allow you to concentrate on how the throttle system
works. If the throttle is adjusted correctly and performs to your satisfaction turn the power OFF and reconnect
the speaker. TX handpiece symbols and functions are shown in the ELITE-3 instructions.
Follow the ELITE-3 instructions for selecting which operating programme you wish to use.
Follow the ELITE-3 instructions when actually running the locomotive.

MAXIMISING RANGE.
Getting the maximum range for “On board” R/C depends on a number of factors.
1.
The higher the track is above the ground the better. Ground, ie horizon level reduces range.
2.
Antenna location. We recommend a handrail or AZARR antenna up in the roof.
3.
If short range is a problem try holding the TX as close as possible to the track when transmitting.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS.
AUX-BAT.

BACH-5
RELAY
SSI-12v5
TX-LP

A plug in harness for Auxiliary batteries carried in a trail car. The harness is pre-wired with
TAMIYA® type battery plugs and protected by a Polyswitch®. When extra auxiliary batteries
are plugged into the body mount jack (socket) they automatically disconnect the onboard loco
batteries so you can save them for use around the yard.
Our plug in overnight charger. Requires 12-13 volts AC. We use Radio Shack #273-1631.
A PCB mounted RELAY-U that simplifies how the Shay lighting is wired up.
Sierra Sound Interface. Special opto coupler interface for use with SIERRA® Sound systems.
Genuine leather clip on belt pouch for regular RCS Radio TX. Protects TX from bumps.

TROUBLESHOOTING.
Interference in the normal sense (ie unwanted, spurious control signals) is not possible. The throttle will only
respond to a matching TX. However, in some circumstances, interruption to control signals is possible, eg:
Q.
A.

One (or more) operators experience interruption of control, even if no one else is transmitting.
The carrier frequency of our system is 27 Mhz FM. It transmits at very low power (only 90 milliwatts). A
normal 2 stick model car or aeroplane R/C on 27 Mhz transmits at about 650-1000 milliwatts. This or a
CB/Ham radio can be enough to blanket our system at close range. Other frequencies such as 75 Mhz
usually have no effect on 27 Mhz.

Q.
A.

I would like to set the acceleration and braking rates so they are little more leisurely/faster.
Re-programme the throttle as per the instructions.

Q.
A.

The lights are incorrect for direction of travel.
This depends on whether or not you have the RELAY PCB fitted.
RELAY PCB Fitted:
Reverse the Red/Black wires going to the Bachmann® firebox PCB.
RELAY PCB not Fitted:
Reverse the White & Yellow wires at the ELITE-3 screw terminals.

THE TRANSMITTER HANDPIECE IS NOT WATERPROOF. DO NOT ALLOW IT TO GET WET, INTERNAL DAMAGE
MAY RESULT. IF YOU NEED TO OPERATE IN RAINY CONDITIONS PLACE THE TX HANDPIECE IN A CLEAR
ZIPLOCK PLASTIC BAG AND OPERATE THROUGH THE PLASTIC.
Once satisfactory testing has been carried out very carefully replace the tender shell. Make absolutely certain
that no wires are pinched or accidentally placed at the screw location. Do not remove and replace the self tap
body shell screw too often. Damage to the thread will result.

IN THE USA UNDER SECTION 95.603B OF THE ACT,FORMAL FCC APPROVAL
OF THIS LOW POWER R/C EQUIPMENT IS NOT NECESSARY.

